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An Extremely Rare Scroll of Woodblock-Printed Panoramic Views by Master Painter Kitao Masayoshi /
Un rouleau extrêmement rare de panoramas xylographiques du maître Kitao Masayoshi

01. “Edo Meisho Zue: Tsūkei Gojikkei” [江都名所図会 通景五十景]
Kitao, Keisai Masayoshi [Kitao, Masayoshi] [illustrated by]; Mubutsuan, Shujin [selections by];
Kobuna, Komei [collated by]. [ Japan: (carved by Kobayashi Mohē)], Tenmei 5 [1785].

Kitao Masayoshi (also known as Kuwagata Keisai, 1764-1824) was an ukiyo-e artist who was said to exceed Hokusai
in artistic abilities. He not only created fūzoku-ga (genre paintings) like ukiyo-e, but also produced realistic
paintings, and became an official painter of the Tsuyama Domain. Making use of his skills, he created many
landscape and bird's eye view paintings. An example of the style he was particularly skilled at, this magnificent work
depicts the Edo (Tokyo) townscape as a panoramic bird's-eye view. Only the preface and postscript are woodblock
printed using black pigment, the illustrated part being beautiful woodblock printed in green. Containing fifty colour
woodblock-printed illustrations, this rare scroll gives an unbroken view of the huge city of Edo, which is said to have
already had a population of over one million at the end of the 18th century.
One scroll, complete. Original binding. Minor damage to paper mounting at beginning of scroll. Very minor marks. A few
wormhole repairs to last section of scroll. Overall near fine. Housed in custom-made wooden box. 17.4 x approximately 1,200 cm.
Text in Japanese.
US$10,800 €9,200

An Original Woodblock Used to Print an Illustration by Master Ukiyo-e Painter Keisai Eisen /
Un bloc de bois original de l'illustration de Keisai Eisen
Two Early 18th Century Manuscripts of Ikenobō School Flower Arrangements /
Une paire de manuscrits par Ikenobo, l'école japonaise des fleuristes

03. [“Keisai Eisen: Sashi-e Hangi” (渓斎英泉 挿絵版木)]
Keisai, Eisen [illustrated by]; Gakutei, Kyūzan [text by]. [ Japan, carved ca. Bunsei 13 (1816)]. Woodblock.

02. “Rikka Hyakuhei-zu” [立花百瓶図]
Ikenobō, Senkō [et al.] [original work by]; Seika [hand-copied by]. [ Japan, ca. Genbun Gannen (1736)]. Manuscript.
Hand-copied from a book (probably Heika Zui (瓶花図彙), published in Genroku 11 (1698)) on the Ikenobō
school of Japanese flower arrangement which continues to this day, Rikka Hyakuhei-zu includes ikebana
arrangements by figures such as Ikenobō, Senyō, and Untai, who were active around 1650 to 1700. While being a
manuscript copied from a printed book, this set of two books is a valuable record of Japanese ikebana that also offers
one hundred vivid hand-painted illustrations.

Keisai Eisen (1791-1848) was one of the leading painters of ukiyo-e in the late Edo period. He was in contact with
Hokusai and Hiroshige, and even when compared with both he was incredibly popular for his elegant and delicate
drawing style. This woodblock was produced when he was 26 years old and already a popular artist.
It illustrates a dynamic scene in which a hero confronts an evil monk. The work is not only of artistic value; it is also
valuable as a scarce example of a woodblock designed by a famous artist of the era. The woodblock, which was carved
on both sides and used to print leaves four and five of the tenth volume of Suiko Taihēki (水滸太平記), comes with
black and white example prints of the leaves.

Original wrappers, lightly soiled and scraped. Minor soiling to leaves, otherwise very good to near fine. Housed in original antique
wooden box. All leaves illustrated. 2 v., complete. 27, 27 leaves. 29.4 x 20.8 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$1,625 €1,380

One woodblock (probably mountain cherry wood), complete. Fine. Comes with one black and white print of each side of the
woodblock. 21 x 31.8 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$11,000 €9,300

A Hand-Painted Scroll by Watanabe Seitei /
Un rouleau illuminé par Watanabe Seitei

06. “Watanabe Seitei-ga Fuku: Gekka Sochū-zu” [渡辺省亭画輻 月下艸虫図]
Watanabe, Seitei [illustrated by].
[ Japan, ca. late Meiji to early Taishō period (1880-1900s)]. Manuscript.
This scroll features a delicate colour painting of a bell cricket (a familiar sight in Japan in
summer) under the full moon. Watanabe Seitei (1852-1918), the artist, was a master
of kachō-ga (bird and flower) painting.
He studied the style under the classical nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) painter Kikuchi Yōsai,
and later became the first nihon-ga painter to study in Paris after he exhibited his work
at the 1878 Paris World's Fair.
Through his studies, he became a master of delicate nihon-ga paintings incorporating
Western realism. His works are held in numerous museums and art galleries around
the world, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the British Museum.

A Collection of Masterpieces by Renowned Artist Hokusai /
Une collection des chef-d'oeuvres de Hokusai
04. “Hokusai Gafu” [北斎画譜]
Katsushika, Hokusai [illustrated by].
Nagoya: Tōhekidō [Eirakuya Tōshirō] … [et al.], [ca. Bakumatsu to early Meiji period (1860-70s)].

One scroll, complete. Cloth mounting, silk canvas. Stamped with two types of seals and signed in
black ink. Minor creasing in one place, otherwise near fine. Housed in custom-made paulownia
wood box. Canvas size measures 97 x 34.7 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$4,050 €3,450

This set of three volumes contains a selection of lightly coloured woodblock-printed illustrations of masterpieces by
Hokusai, one of the most famous ukiyo-e artists. The works are filled with Hokusai’s “essence”, featuring themes such
as past events in Japan and China, people’s daily lives, landscapes, and bird and flower paintings. Both the quality and
condition of the prints are very good. Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850-1935), whose ex-ownership stamp appears on
the first page of volume two, was the most famous Japanologist of the late 19th century.
Original wrappers, with minor scrapes and soiling. Otherwise near fine to fine.
3 v., complete. 21, 21, 21 leaves. 22.7 x 15.8 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$2,950 €2,500

A Lavishly Illustrated Set of “Bird & Flower” Books by Imao Keinen /
Un ensemble de livres «Oiseaux et fleurs» richement décoré par Imao Keinen

05. “Keinen Kachō Gafu” [景年花鳥画譜]
Imao, Keinen [text and illustrations by]. Kyōto: Nishimura Sōzaemon, Meiji 24-25 [1891-1892]. First edition.
Imao Keinen (1845-1924) was a nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) painter of the Kyoto Shijō school. Skilled at kachō-ga (bird and
flower) paintings, he garnered high acclaim not only at the 1900 Paris Exposition but also at exhibitions around the world.
A work that depicts Japanese birds together with the flowers that are most familiar to them, Keinen Kachō Gafu is divided
into four volumes, each introducing birds and flowers of a different season. Interestingly, the illustrations were not painted
in a traditional kachō-ga style but were produced in a modern realist style under the guidance of a naturalist instead.
The beautiful woodblock prints were carved by master craftsman Tanaka Jihē.

Original gold-speckled wrappers, a little worn, scraped, and soiled.
Minor wormholes to wrappers, endpapers, and first and last pages of each volume.
Otherwise near fine. 4 v., complete. 27, 24, 24, 24 leaves. 36.9 x 25.5 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$5,500 €4,650

Watanabe Seitei’s Book of Birds & Flowers, in a Particularly Nice Impression /
Un livre «Oiseaux et fleurs» de Watanabe Seitei
07. “Kachō Gafu” [花鳥画譜]
Watanabe, Seitei [illustrated by]. Tōkyō: Ōkura Shoten, Meiji 36 [1903]. First edition.
Watanabe Seitei (1852-1918) was a master of kachō-ga (bird and flower) painting who incorporated elements of
Western techniques in his delicate nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) works. Printed during the golden age of Japanese
woodblock printing (from the end of the 19th century to the early 20th century), his book reproduces Seitei’s
detailed bird and flower paintings in skillfully pulled woodblock prints. The work includes 22 colour
woodblock-printed illustrations, 20 of which are double-page spreads.
Original wrappers, with minor damage to spine. Ex-ownership stamp to preface. Otherwise near fine to fine.
1 v., complete. 24 leaves. 24.7 x 16.8 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$2,050 €1,735

Patterns of Great Waves by Rinpa Master Tawaraya Sōtatsu /
Paternes des vagues par un maître de Rinpa Tawaraya Sōtatsu
10. “Hatō” [波濤]
Tawaraya, Sōtatsu [illustrated by]; Yamada, Naosaburō [edited and published by].
Kyōto: Unsōdō, Meiji 43 [1910]. First edition.

A Meiji Edition of Jakuchū Gajō / Une édition Meiji par Jakuchū Gajō
08. “Genpo Yōka” [玄圃瑤華]
Tō, Jokin [Itō, Jakuchū] [illustrated by]. Kyōto: Unsōdō, [ca. Meiji 40 (1907)].
Itō Jakuchū (1716-1800) was a Kyoto-based master artist of modern nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) painting.
This set reproduces a work designed and carved by Jakuchū and published in Meiwa 5 (1768) as "Genpo Yōga".
In the Meiji period, the famous woodblock print publisher Unsōdō faithfully carved woodblocks to replicate
the original work and used them to print this book.
Among the five collections of takuban (''stone rubbing'') prints by Jakuchū, this is a work in which the artist,
who loved nature, excelled. The work was introduced in France in recent years as "Les Fleurs Précieuses du Jardin Mystérieux".
The two volumes are complete in 82 woodblock-printed takuban illustrations of birds, insects and plants.

Wave patterns extracted from the works of Tawaraya Sotatsu (?-1640?), known as a forerunner of the Rinpa style,
have been collected in this late Meiji period work. Not simply a collection of designs, it was compiled by Yamada Naosaburō,
the founder of Unsōdō, the best woodblock print publisher in Kyoto, and therefore also demonstrates the printing
techniques of Unsōdō through twenty beautiful colour woodblock-prints that use ink, brown, and silver pigments.
Concertina binding. Original wrappers. Minor soiling and tears to wrappers. Pages lightly soiled and marked.
Otherwise very good to near fine. Housed in original cylindrical box, with minor loss and soiling to extremities.
1 v., complete. 23 leaves. 37.9 x 26.3 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$3,250 €2,750

Concertina binding, with repairs. Original wrappers, minor scrapes to corners. Loss to outer title slips. Minor marks to margins.
Otherwise illustrations in very good condition. 2 v., complete. 22, 22 leaves. 30.8 x 20.8 cm. Text in Japanese.
Text in Japanese.
US$5,500 €4,650

A Beautiful Album of Japanese Insects by Kōno Bairei’s Son /
Un album pittoresque d`insectes japonais, par un fils de Kōno Bairei
09. Chūrui Gafu [蟲類画譜]
Morimoto, Tōkaku [text and illustrations by].
Kyōto: Unsōdō, [ca. Meiji 43 (1910)].

The Last Work of Master Rinpa Artist Kamisaka Sekka: “Poems and Pictures” /
Une dernière œuvre d'un maître de Rinpa, Kamisaka Sekka, "Poèmes et images"

Morimoto Tōkaku (1887-1948), the artist of this illustrated
book of insects, was the eldest son of celebrated artist
Kōno Bairei. He produced Chūrui Gafu after his father,
who had planned to publish an album of insect illustrations,
failed to finish his project. The book records 47 species of
insects familiar and loved by Japanese people including
butterflies, cicadas, dragonflies, and moths, in 24 colour
woodblock-printed illustrations.
Original wrappers. Light scrapes to wrappers. Minor foxing.
Otherwise very good. 1 v., complete. 26 leaves. 24.3 x 16.5 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$730 €620

11. “Uta-e” [うた絵]
Kamisaka, Sekka [illustrated by]. Kyōto: Unsōdō, Shōwa 9 [1934]. First edition.
Nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) painter and designer Kamisaka Sekka (1866-1942) was a master of Neo-Rinpa,
a style in which paintings and illustrations boldly incorporated the designs of the Rinpa school. Uta-e, Sekka’s last book,
created by him as a tribute to Rinpa school founder Hon'ami Kōetsu (1558-1637), contains 25 colour woodblock-printed
illustrations. Each illustration is accompanied by a classical poem from the Kokin Wakashū, an anthology of medieval waka
poetry dating from the 12th century (Heian period). The word uta-e used in the title refers to a genre popular from around
the Heian period onwards in which stories and poems were symbolised in motifs.
Original wrappers. Slight waves to page corners. Very minor marks, otherwise near fine to fine. Housed in original slipcase,
slightly soiled and corners damaged. 1 v., complete. 28 leaves. 30.9 x 21.8 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$2,750 €2,330

Japanese Knot-Tying Designs by Kawarasaki
Kōdō / Le livre des noeuds, dessiné par
Kawarasaki Kōdō
12. “Musubi Moyō” [むすび模様]
Kawarasaki, Kōdō [illustrated by].
Kyōto: Unsōdō, Shōwa 8 [1933]. First edition.
This set of two beautiful albums features 36 colour
woodblock-printed motifs of traditional Japanese
knot-tying methods. Kawarasaki Kōdō (1899-1973),
the artist, was a dyeing and weaving designer of
“Kyoto Yuzen” who studied under master Rinpa
designer Furuya Kōrin.
Concertina binding. Original wrappers, scrapes to corners.
Ex-ownership stamp to upper wrapper, ex-ownership
sticker to lower wrapper. Minor foxing. Overall very good
to near fine. 2 v., complete. [Unpaginated]. 25.5 x 37.5 cm.
Text in Japanese.
US$1,245 €1,050

An Album of Goldfish Paintings by Celebrated Chinese Female Artist Jin Zhang /
Un album des images de poisson rouge par une artiste célèbre chinoise Jin Zhang
15. “Tao Tao Jin Zhang Nikuhitsu-gasatsu” [陶陶金章・肉筆画冊]
Jin, Zhang [illustrated by]. [China: created on July 20, 庚戌 (1910)]. Manuscript.

A Collection of Illustrations of Beautiful Women by Famous Ukiyo-e Artists /
Les collections des illustrations des belles femmes par les artistes célèbres de l`ukiyo-e
13. “Ukiyo-e Tekagami” [浮世絵手鑑] Sakai, Tōbē [illustrated by].Tōkyō: Kōkodō, Meiji 40 [1907].
This album reproduces bijin-ga (illustrations of beautiful women) by famous ukiyo-e artists, from Iwasa Matabē,
a pioneer of ukiyo-e, to Hokusai. The album includes 55 colour woodblock-printed frontispieces in twelve scenes,
with both sides of the paper printed, allowing viewers to compare the characteristics of each artist.
The author/publisher, Sakai Kōkodō, continues to be an ukiyo-e dealer to this day.

Concertina binding. Original wrappers, with minor scrapes. Otherwise fine. 1 v., complete. [Unpaginated].
18 x 12.2 cm (double-page spreads measure 17.9 x 24.2 cm). Text in Japanese.

US$405 €345

A Waka Poem Card Game from the 19th Century /
Cartes à jouer avec des poèmes Waka
14. “Hyakunin Isshu Karuta” [百人一首歌留多]
[Creator not identified].
[ Japan, ca. Bakumatsu to early Meiji period (1830-70s)].

The Hyakunin Isshu Karuta, a game in which one person
reads out the first half of a famous waka poem and others
rush to be the first to touch the card on which the end of the
poem is written, is the most famous card game in Japan.
The poems are traditionally taken from a selection of masterful
waka poems compiled around the 13th century. Portraits of the
poets who wrote the famous poemsare featured on the illustrated
cards. Until the 19th century, the Hyakunin Isshu Karuta was an
important part of a bride’s trousseau. This complete set includes
one hundred poem cards and one hundred poet (illustrated) cards.
All of the cards have been made from paper and speckled with gold leaf,
and the illustrated cards have been woodblock printed with black pigment and then hand-coloured.
Two hundred cards, complete. Minor marks and soiling. Label of Yoshida Kanbē (Kyoto), possibly the creator, to underside of box.
Very good to near fine. Housed in original wooden box. Cards measure 7.4 x 5 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$1,080 €920

The illustrations of goldfish in this “cute” album were painted by Jin Zhang (1884-1939), a female artist born in
Zhejiang, China, who was particularly well-known for her depictions of the fish. Jin studied in England in 1902,
later returning to China and marrying a diplomat. She was then transferred to France with her husband and studied
painting there. Unusual for a Chinese woman at the time, she studied English, French, and art abroad.
The album, both sides of which have been used, features eight colour paintings by Jin on silk.
Concertina binding. Silk canvases. Original boards, with a few scrapes. Otherwise fine.
1 v., complete. 9 leaves. 30.5 x 23.5 cm (illustrations measure 23.9 x 19.6 cm). Text in Chinese.

US$5,500 €4,650

“The Cry of the Fox”
from ‘One Hundred Aspects of the Moon’
by Celebrated Artist Yoshitoshi /
“Un cri du renard”,
extrait de 'Cent aspects de la lune', de Yoshitoshi Tsukioka
16. “Tsuki Hyakushi: Konkai” [月百姿 吼噦]
Tsukioka, Yoshitoshi [illustrated by].
Tōkyō: Akiyama Buemon, Meiji 19 [1886]. First edition.

One of the most famous works from “One Hundred Aspects of
the Moon”, the last great series of prints by Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
(1839-1892), Konkai shows a scene in which an old fox whose
whole family had been killed by a hunter transforms into a
monk and tries to stop the man from hunting.
It is a nishiki-e with a high-quality theme and design.
One print, complete. Very minor discolouration.
Repair to upper right corner. Thin paper mounting to verso.
Otherwise near fine. 34.6 x 23.9 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$2,050 €1,735

A Rare Complete Set of Nishiki-e Featuring Children by Master Artist Shuntei /
Rare ensemble de nishiki-e avec enfants, par maître Shuntei
17. “Kodomo Fūzoku-gachō” [子供風俗画帖]
Miyagawa, Shuntei [illustrated by]. [Tōkyō]: Akiyama Buemon, Meiji 29-30 [1896-97]. First edition.
The lives and games of Japanese children at the end of the 19th century are vividly depicted in this album of nishiki-e.
The nishiki-e, consisting of a preface, index, and 24 prints which were originally sold separately, have been bound
together in this album. Miyagawa Shuntei (1873-1914), the artist, studied under bijin-ga (illustrations of beautiful
women) master Tomioka Eisen and was particularly skilled at fūzoku-ga (genre paintings) including bijin-ga himself.
He also created many works featuring children's lives and customs, and this nishiki-e series, complete sets of which
are scarce, is his masterpiece.
Non-original concertina binding. Original wrappers, with some scrapes. Stains to margins of two prints.
Otherwise near fine. 1 v., complete. [2 + 24 unnumbered leaves]. 35 x 24 cm. Text in Japanese.

A Portrait of a Girl by Modernist Female Painter Kitani Chigusa /
Un portrait de jeune fille par Kitani Chigusa, une artiste du modernisme Japonais

18. “Kitani Chigusa Nikuhitsu-ga” [木谷千種 肉筆画)]
Kitani, (Yoshioka) Chigusa [illustrated by].
[ Japan, ca. 1920-40s]. Manuscript..

Chigusa Kitani (1895-1947) was a prominent female painter
from Osaka whose works are representative of early Taishō era
Osakan modernist art. At the age of 12, she went to the US and
studied Western painting for two years. After returning to Japan,
she studied under master painters such as Ikeda Shōen (another
female artist, 1886-1917) and Kikuchi Keigetsu (1879-1955).
At that time the status of female painters was low, so she formed
the Onna Yonin no Kai ("Association of Four Women") together
with Shima Seien (1892-1970) and other female artists to fight
to improve female artists’ status.
In later years, she taught more than fifty female artists.
This colour painting, an innocent work that depicts a young girl, is an
example of the bijin-ga genre Kitani was particularly good at and a
small piece in which her kindness is conveyed in her soft brush strokes.
One leaf, complete. Silk canvas, mounted on silver paper.
Fine. 29.5 x 21.2 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$3,250 €2,750

US$3,850 €3,260

A Scarce Collection of Children’s Ukiyo-e Prints Satirising the Bōshin War /
Une rare collection d'estampes Ukiyo-e satirique sur la guerre des Bōshin, pour les enfants

19. “Kodomo no Asobi (Sensō Fūshi-e): Nishiki-e Korekushon” [子供の遊び（戦争風刺絵）
・錦絵コレクション）]
Utashige [Utagawa, Hiroshige III] … [et al.] [illustrated by].[ Japan: publishers not identified, ca. Keiō 4 (1868)].
This is a set of ten nishiki-e diptychs depicting seemingly innocent scenes of children playing a variety of games.
All the titles of the prints in this collection, however, satirise the Boshin War, a civil war that broke out in 1868 between the
army of the Tokugawa Shogunate and the Satsuma and Chōshū clans (which later became the new Meiji government).
Most of the prints give no information on artists or publishers to escape censorship and oppression.
The latest news and criticism of the war were skillfully weaved into these prints of innocent children,
making these diptychs special examples of works that were published only during this period.

The set includes the following colour woodblock-printed diptychs: Kodomo Shibai Chūshingura: Yodan (子供芝居忠臣蔵 四段), Kodomo
Asobi Natsu no Sakae (子供遊び夏の栄), Hana Ikusa Warabe no Tawamure (花軍児童戯), Kodomo Takeuma Asobi (子供竹馬遊), Kodomo
Asobi (子供あそび), Kodomo Asobi Doro Kassen (子供遊どろ合戦), Oyama no Nushi wa Ore Hitori (お山のぬしはおれひとり), Kodomo
Asobi Takara no Atarimono (子供遊宝の当物), Kodomo Yuri Kūrabe (子供遊力くらべ), and Kodomo Asobi Ude Kurabe (子供遊うでッくらべ).
Ten sets of diptychs. Minor wormholing and trimming. Diptych leaves pasted together at extremities.
Each diptych measures 35 x 47 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$3,850 €3,260

A Dramatic Painting of Horsemen by Acclaimed Artist Shibata Zeshin /
Une scène dramatique d'un cavalier par le célèbre peintre Shibata Zeshin
20. “Shibata Zeshin Nikuhitsu-ga” [柴田是真 肉筆画)]
Shibata, Zeshin [illustrated by]. [ Japan, ca. 1840-80s]. Manuscript.

Shibata Zeshin (1807-1891) was a nihon-ga
( Japanese-style) painter born in Edo (Tokyo).
Skilled at traditional nihon-ga painting and the decoration
of lacquer crafts (mainly maki-e, lacquer sprinkled with
metallic powders), Zeshin also incorporated ukiyo-e
techniques in his works,
and it is said that Utagawa Kuniyoshi sought to become his
student. Zeshin uses quick brush strokes in this work to
paint a dynamic rider. Works by Zeshin, who was prolific
in his creation of works from painting to crafts, are in many
museums and art galleries around the world,
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

One leaf, complete. Silk canvas, mounted on washi paper.
Very minor soiling. Overall very good to near fine. 20 x 31.1 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$945 €800

A Playful Print by Kyōsai and Katsubunsai / Une estampe amusante par Kyōsai et Katsubunsai
21. “Irimasu Seizan” [入増盛算]
Kawanabe, Kyōsai, Katsubunsai, Chingetsu [illustrated by].
Tōkyō: Fukuda Kumajirō, [ca. Meiji 15-25 (1880s)].

Radical Theories about Pregnancy & Sex / Théories radicales de la grossesse et du sexe

This humorous collaborative work between Kawanabe Kyōsai (1831-1889) and Katsubunsai Chingetsu
(1835-1908) depicts the gods of commerce counting “countless” things”. Katsubunsai, a friend of Kyōsai and
Shibata Zeshin, was an artisan of “craft paintings” called oshi-e zaiku, pictures made by wrapping thick pieces
of paper in various fabrics and pasting them to a board. This triptych displays a playfulness born from the
collaboration between friends.

Triptych, complete. Light stains and minor soiling. Overall very good to near fine.
Each print measures 37 x 25 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$545 €465

A Triptych of the Seven Gods of Luck by Yoshitoshi / Un triptyque de sept dieux de la bonne fortune par Yoshitoshi
22. “Shichi Fuku-Jin” [七福神]
Tsukioka, Yoshitoshi [illustrated by].Tōkyō: Inoue Mohē, Meiji 15 [1882].
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839-1892), perhaps most famous as an artist for his violent muzan-e (“bloody prints”),
also drew a wide range of paintings in the middle of his career, from historical paintings to bijin-ga.
It has long been said in Japan that it is lucky to see the “Seven Gods of Fortune”, whose legend has been passed down
since ancient times, in a New Year's dream. This colourful nishiki-e was published at the end of the year and is one of
the rare comic prints from Yoshitoshi’s mid-career period.
Triptych, complete. Washi repair to upper right corner of each print. Lightly soiled. Overall very good.
Each print measures 37 x 25 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$575 €490

23. “Fubo no On wo Shiru-zu” [父母の恩を知る図]
Nagashima, Tatsugorō [Utagawa, Yoshitora] [illustrated by]. Tōkyō: Yamamura Kinzaburō, Meiji 13 [1880]. First edition.
A rare example of an educational (non-pornographic) triptych on sex, this work explains modern thinking about sex,
knowledge of sexual activity up until pregnancy, and the process from pregnancy to birth in illustrations.
The artist, Utagawa Yoshitora (years of birth and death unknown), was a disciple of Kuniyoshi renowned as a master
of Yokohama-e, ukiyo-e themed around Western culture.
Triptych, complete. Minor creases and soiling. Very good. Each print measures 36.8 x 24.7 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,350 €1,150

A Chronicle of Japanese Earthquakes / Une chronique des tremblements de terre en Japon
24. “Jishin Nendaiki” [地震年代記]
Bunraidō, Shujin [explained by].Ōsaka: Bunraidō, Ansei 2 [1855].
Many large earthquakes occurred in Japan in 1854 and 1855. Perhaps due to anxiety resulting from these earthquakes,
Jishin Nendaiki was published as a record of earthquakes in Japan from ancient times.
It also describes the damage caused by the 1855 Ansei Edo quake and is illustrated with six colour
woodblock-printed images.

Original wrappers. Minor damage to leaf corners. Otherwise near fine. 1 v., complete. 29 leaves. 17.6 x 11.6 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$945 €800

The Earliest Western Globe Authorised for Use in Elementary Schools /
Un globe autorisé pour les écoles secondaires, une des éditions les plus anciennes
25. “Monbushō Seitei Shintei Chikyūgi”
[文部省正定 新訂地球儀]
Fujī, Katsuzō [translated and engraved by].
Ōsaka: Morimoto Tasuke, Meiji 8 [1875].
The Meiji government launched a modern school system in
Japan in Meiji 5 (1872) and made efforts to incorporate
Western culture.
This globe is one of the earliest
government-approved Western globes.
Made in a “cute” size, it was probably used in
lessons for lower elementary school students
aged 6 to 9 years old.

A Beautiful Album of Maps of the World by Celebrated Artist Sadahide /
Un album des cartes géographiques par un artiste célèbre Utagawa Sadahide
27. “Bankoku Chikyū Bunzu” [万国地球分図]
Hashimoto, Gyokuran [Utagawa, Sadahide] [text and illustrations by].
[ Japan]: Kondō-shi, Ansei 3 [1856]. First edition.

One globe, complete. Housed in original wooden box.
Fine. Height approximately 17 cm,
diameter approximately 10.5 cm.
Text in Japanese.
US$5,500 €4,650

A beautiful book of maps of the countries of the world by ukiyo-e artist Sadahide,
known for drawing precise and dramatic pictures, this work includes a total of ten colour
woodblock-printed illustrations. Copies in such nice condition are extremely scarce.
Concertina binding.
Original wrappers, slightly scraped. Otherwise fine.
1 v., complete. 14 leaves. 18.8 x 12.7 cm. Text in Japanese.

An Illustrated Overview of European Geopolitics /
Panorama illustré de la géopolitique Européenne
26. “Seiyō Kakkoku Seisui Kyōjaku Ichiranhyō” [西洋各国盛衰強弱一覧表]
Katō, Hiroyuki [translated by].Edo [Tōkyō]: Taniyama-rō, Keiō 3 [1867].
This set of two volumes explains the strengths (of things such as currency, tax system, military, and economy) of
sixteen European countries including France, the United Kingdom, Austria, Prussia, Russia, and Turkey.
The original text appeared in a book by statistician and economist Maurice Block (1816-1901).
Thirteen colour woodblock-printed illustrations are included in the “album” volume of the set.
Original wrappers, with handwritten inscriptions and a small sticker.
Occasional ex-ownership stamps and small marks to leaves. Otherwise near fine.
Comes with original book-envelope and non-original custom slipcase.
2 v., complete. 17, 14 leaves. 22.5 x 15.2 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,080 €920

US$4,050 €3,450

A Rare Movable World “Clock” / Une estampe rare de l'horloge mondiale
28. “Kakuchi Jishin Benran” [隔地時辰便覧]
Isono, Hibiki [text by].Nagano: Kimura Shigehisa, Meiji 10 [1877]. First edition.
Kakuchi Jishin Benran is a colour woodblock-printed tool for checking the time in forty cities and locations around
the world. Many similar items were published in the same era, but ones with movable mechanisms are exceedingly
rare. The work is in very nice condition with almost no evidence of being used, and all of the movable parts are
complete and usable.
One leaf, complete.
Creases made at time of publication. Overall fine. Comes with original envelope.
24.1 x 36.8 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,245 €1,050

A Study in the Colour of Horses’ Coats / Une etude sur la couleur des les espèces de chevaux
31. “Kayō Hisō” [華陽皮相]
Hirasawa, Kyokuzan [written by]; Suzuki, Fuyō [illustrated by].
Edo [Tōkyō] : Suhara Mohē, Kansei Gannen [1789]. First edition.

Two Physics Books for Children, Illustrated by Kyōsai / Deux livres de physique, illustrés par Kyōsai
29. “Jijo Hikkai: Kyūri Ingo: Shohen” [児女必解 窮理隠語 初編]
Kiyohara, Michihiko [text by]; Kawanabe, Kyōsai [illustrated by].
Tōkyō: Bankyūkaku [Wan'ya Kihē], Meiji 5 [1872].

This physics textbook, printed in two volumes, provides explanations of Western astronomy, meteorology, and so on,
for children. The explanations are accompanied with many comical black and white woodblock-printed illustrations
designed by the famous artist Kyōsai. While the two books are subtitled “First Part”, no other parts were published,
making this set complete.
Original wrappers. Ex-ownership stamps to leaves. Extremely minor tears, otherwise near fine.
First part in two volumes, complete. 33, 44 leaves. 18.2 x 12.3 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$805 €685

A set of three books (two volumes and a supplement titled
“Draft”) on the nomenclature, varieties, and colourings of
horses, highly illustrated with images of 63 horses in 34 colour
woodblock-printed plates. Another set of Kayō Hisō is
reported to have been shown to Commodore Perry in Hawks’s
1858 text `Japan Opened`: One of [the] specimens of art
`:presented to the commodore is a book in two volumes, written
by Prince Hayashi. The subject treated of is “The Points of a
Horse,” and the work is illustrated by a large number of pictures.
These illustrations are from woodcuts of bold outline, and
apparently printed with a tint to distinguish each in the various
groups of the animal by sober grays, reds, and blacks.
The style might be classed as that of the medieval, and the
horses might pass for those sketched in the time of Albert Durer, though with a more rigid
adherence to nature. They exhibit, what may be noticed in the Elgin marbles, a breed of
small stature and finely formed limbs, such as are found in southern countries.
There is great freedom of hand shown in the drawing. The animals are represented in
various attitudes, curveting, gambling, and rolling upon the ground - positions requiring
and exhibiting an ability in fore-shortening which is found, with no small surprise,
in Asiatic art’ (“Japan opened : compiled chiefly from the narrative of the American
expedition to Japan, in the years 1852-3-4”, Hawks & Perry, 1858).
Bartlett and Shohara (“Japanese Botany During the Period of Wood-block Printing”,
1961) note that “the pictures of horses which so greatly impressed the Americans were not
original with Prince Hayashi, whose gift of a work supposedly by himself to Commodore
Perry has not been found, but appeared much earlier in a work of Kyokuzan (Sawamoto
Gaitei) entitled Kayo Hiso”. A set in nice condition, hand-coloured.

Original wrappers, lightly soiled. Supplementary volume lacking title slip. Minor wormholing to supplementary volume also.
Otherwise near fine to fine. Comes in non-original slipcase. 3 v., complete. 23, 32, 16 leaves. 26.7 x 18.6 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$2,750 €2,330

A Pirate Edition of a Famous Natural Philosophy Book for Children /
Histoire Naturelle pour enfants, édition non autorisée
30. “Rigaku Shoho” [理学初歩, First Lessons on Natural Philosophy for Children]
Swift, Mary A. [text by].Edo [Tōkyō]: [publisher not identified, ca. 1866-1867].
“First Lessons on Natural Philosophy for Children” was a science book for children published in 1835 and reprinted
numerous times due to considerable popularity. This set of books, which reproduced the work, was printed in Edo,
probably using woodblocks rather than movable type. The colophon of second volume records its publication details
as: “Hartford. William J. Hamersley, Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co.”. The three volumes include numerous
black and white woodblock-printed vignettes. Complete sets such as this are scarce.
Original wrappers. Stains and soiling to volume one. Ex-ownership stamps to each volume.
Otherwise near fine. 3 v., complete. 52, 44, 54 leaves. 15.3 x 11.1 cm. Text in English.

US$1,625 €1,380

A Triptych of the First French Circus Act to Visit Japan / Un triptyque de la première visite du cirque Français au Japon

32. “Shōkonsha Keidai ni Oite Kōgyō Tsukamatsuri Sōrō: Furansu Kyokuba” [招魂社境内ニ於テ興行仕候 仏蘭西曲馬]
Utagawa, Kuniteru [illustrations by].Tōkyō: Tsujiya Bunnosuke, Meiji 4 [1871]. First edition.
This colour woodblock printed nishiki-e triptych depicts the performance on October 26, 1871, at the Shōkōnsha
Racecourse (now Yasukuni Shrine), of the Soullier circus troupe (owned by Louis Soullier, 1813-1888) which was
visiting Japan from France. Compared with the Risley Circus (owned by Richard Risley Carlisle, 1814-1874),
which had visited Japan earlier, it was a great success, and triggered a circus boom in Japan.

Triptych, complete. Prints pasted together at extremities. Minor creases and wormholing.
Otherwise very good to near fine. Each print measures 36.8 x 25 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,825 €1,550

One of the Earliest Japanese Books on Joan of Arc /
Une histoire de Jeanne d'Arc, une des plus anciennes éditions Japonaises
35. “Kaiten Iseki: Futsukoku Bidan”
[回天偉蹟 佛國美談,Life of Joan:A French Story]
Tuckey, Janet [original text by];
Awaya, Kan'ichi [translated by].
Kyōto, Ōsaka: Dōmeisha, Meiji 20 [1887].
Third edition.
An early Japanese book on Joan of Arc, Kaiten Iseki
was probably translated from Janet Tuckey’s
"Joan of Arc, ‘The Maid’", published in 1880.
The work includes nine monochrome copperplateengraved illustrations.
Original boards, with a little damage.
Binding lightly shaken. Foxing and damage to endpapers.
Ex-ownership stamp to first page. Very good.
1 v., complete. 158 p. 17.8 x 12.2 cm. Text in Japanese.

A Guide to Grape Cultivation by the First Winemaker in Japan /
Un guide de la culture du raisin par le premier vigneron au Japon

US$405 €345

33. “Budō Baiyōhō Tekiyō” [葡萄培養法摘要]
Ozawa, Zenpei [written and published by]. Tōkyō: Ozawa Zenpei, Meiji 10 [1877]. First edition.
Ozawa Zenpei, the author of this book, was the first winemaker in Japan. In this book, which includes details about
how to grow grape seedlings and commentary on varieties suitable for wine, he provides valuable information on the
first grape cultivation in Japan. The book also includes text (translated into Japanese) from “The Grape Culturist”
(1864) by viticulturist Andrew Samuel Fuller (1828-1896).
In addition to its original book-envelope and an advertising leaflet for “Senshuen”, the orchard run by Ozawa,
the book includes two leaves of black and white woodblock-printed illustrations and four vignettes.
Original wrappers, with minor scrapes. Date stamp to lower endpaper. Otherwise near fine.
Comes with original book-envelope and leaflet. 1 v., complete. 32 leaves. 22.8 x 15.2 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,825 €1,550

An Early Japanese History Book on Napoleon, Joan of Arc, and Other “Heroes” /
Un des premiers livres Japonais d'histoire: Napoléon, Jean d'Arc etc.
34. “Seiyō Eiketsuden” [西洋英傑伝]
Fraser, Edward [original text by]; Yamauchi,
Tokusaburō [translated and edited by];
Kawazu, Sukeyuki [corrected by].
Tōkyō: Eirandō, Meiji 8 [1875].
An early example of a Japanese book of ”
Great Western Figures”, Seiyō Eiketsuden
introduces five famous historical “heroes”: Edward,
the Black Prince, Peter the Great, Joan of Arc,
Abraham Lincoln, and Napoleon Bonaparte.
Each description is coupled with a black and white
woodblock-printed portrait of the person featured.
Original wrappers, with a few light scrapes.
Ex-ownership stamps to endpapers and first pages of each volume.
Minor wormholing to leaf edges.
Otherwise very good.
6 v., complete. 40, 35, 28, 51, 41, 40 leaves. 22.5 x 15 cm.
Text in Japanese.
US$1,080 €920

The Earliest Illustration of Joan of Arc in a Japanese Book /
Première image de Jeanne d'Arc publiée au Japon
36. “Sekai Chikeidan” [世界智計談]
Murata, Naoshi [edited by].Tōkyō: Kinshōdō, Meiji 7 [1874]. First edition.
A work on the lives of military commanders who were not only brave but also wise, the volumes contain biographies
of Edward, the Black Prince, Joan of Arc, and Peter the Great, in addition to nine Japanese and Chinese commanders.
The work is the first Japanese text featuring an illustration of Joan of Arc.
The artist of the illustration in question is unknown, but the image is skillfully drawn.
A scarce work with only one set located in OCLC, at the National Diet Library, the three volumes include 7 colour
woodblock-printed frontispieces and 32 black and white double-page woodblock-printed illustrations.
Original wrappers, with minor scrapes and loss to outer title slip. A few tears to endpapers. Ink stain to five leaves. Light stains
and soiling. Minor wormhole repairs. Overall good to very good. 3 v., complete. 30, 33, 27 leaves. 22.3 x 15.7 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$805 €685

A Fantastic Print on a Rumour of the End of the World Spread by a French Newspaper /
Une estampe fantastique sur une rumeur de la fin du monde par "L'Echo du Japon"
37. “Sekai Tenpuku Kidan” [世界転覆奇談]
Utagawa, Kunitoshi [illustrated by]. Tōkyō: Ishikawa Takejirō, October, Meiji 14 [1881]. First edition.
On August 13, 1881, an article titled "La Fin du
Monde" was printed in the French language
newspaper "L'Echo du Japon", published in
Yokohama. The article reported on a prediction that
the world would end on November 15th of the same
year. In response to the article, Japanese newspapers
also reported on an attempt by an old man in
Lincolnshire, England, to ride a hot air balloon to
escape the end of the world. This nishiki-e diptych,
which depicts the twelve days leading up to the
collapse of the world, fueled people's anxiety while
also attracting interest in hot air balloons.
Diptych, complete. Trimmed, with very minor wormhole
repairs, otherwise very good. Each print measures 34.6 x
24 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$805 €685

Russia as a Spider Fighting with Japan / La Russie comme une araignée combattant le Japon
39. “Gaikōteki Kokkei Rokumo Taiji no Zu” [外交的滑稽露蜘蛛退治の図]
Enomoto, Matsunosuke [illustrated and published by].
Ōsaka: Enomoto Matsunosuke [Hōreikan], Meiji 37 [1904]. First edition.
Issued on August 3, 1904, when the Russo-Japanese War was heating up, this colour offset-printed illustration was
based on Fred W. Rose's "Serio-Comic War Map". Russia is illustrated as a spider in the image, and European
countries such as Britain are depicted supporting Japan in its fight against Russia (while countries including the
United States, Spain, and Portugal watch and wait). Another interesting feature is that students and anarchists are
shown attacking Russia by attaching themselves to the spider’s body. Satirical illustrations such as this one,
in which Russia is depicted as a spider, are very rare.
One leaf, complete. A few folds. Minor tears and losses to extremities.
Overall very good to near fine. 54.4 x 78.8 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$3,250 €2,750

A Paper Board Game Celebrating a Flight from Tokyo to Europe /
Un jeu en l'honneur d'un vol de Tokyo vers l'Europe
A Satirical Propaganda Map Depicting Russia as an Octopus /
Une carte de propagande satirique représentant la Russie comme une pieuvre
38. “Kokkei Ōa Gaikō Chizu” [滑稽欧亜外交地図, A Humorous Diplomatic Atlas of Europe and Asia]
Ohara, Kisaburō [planned by]; Nakamura, Shingo [checked by]; Nishida, Suketarō [written and published by].
Tōkyō: Nishida Suketarō, Meiji 37 [1904]. Third edition.
The original work on which this map was based was the "Serio-Comic War Map" drawn by Fred W. Rose(1849-1915)
in 1877. After its first publication, the "Serio-Comic War Map" was published many times in numerous different
editions whenever conflict with Russia occurred. The first edition of this Japanese map was published on February 23,
1904 (this third edition was published in April of the same year), and the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War was on
February 8th. From the fact that it was published only two weeks after the war began, we can assume that the topic was
highly popular. Adding a map of Asia to the "Serio-Comic War Map", the lithographically-printed colour caricature
shows Asia (without Japan) being swallowed by Russia.

One leaf, complete. A few folds and minor creases, otherwise near fine. 49.8 x 66.8 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$3,250 €2,750

40. “Hōō Daihikō Kinen Hikō Sugoroku” [訪欧大飛行記念飛行双六]
Ōsaka Asahi Shinbun [edited and published by].Ōsaka: Ōsaka Asahi Shinbun, Taishō 14 [1925]. First edition.
This colour offset-printed sugoroku (a paper “board”
game using dice) was produced to celebrate a successful
transcontinental flight from Tokyo to Rome planned by
the Asahi Shinbun newspaper.
The people of Japan were very excited at what was
Japan’s first transcontinental flight to Europe,
carried out by two French-built Breguet 19 airplanes in
1925. This game was created as an appendix to the
Asahi Shinbun in celebration of the event.
One leaf, complete. A few folds.
Minor creases and tears to extremities.
Very good. 54 x 79 cm.
Text in Japanese.

US$325 €275

A Masterpiece of Japanese Pre-War Photography / Un chef-d'oeuvre de la photographie d'avant-guerre
41. “Pari to Seinu” [巴里とセイヌ, Paris et La Seine]
Fukuhara, Shinzō.Tōkyō: Nihon Shashinkai, Shōwa 10 [1935]. Second edition.
Fukuhara Shinzō was the first president of the famous Japanese
cosmetics company Shiseidō and a leading pre-WWII photographer.
The photographs for his first work, titled “Paris et La Seine”,
were taken in Paris in 1913.
The first edition of the book was published in 1922 in a
limited edition of 300 copies. The following year,
however, the Great Kantō earthquake in Japan destroyed
most of the books and the original film itself.
This second edition, called “The Facsimile Edition of
Paris et La Seine”, contains 24 photographic
illustrations and was published from a surviving first
edition copy. A masterpiece of Japanese pictorialism,
this book had a great influence on pre-war Japanese
photography.
Original boards, lightly stained. Gallery stamp and
handwritten note to title page. Housed in slightly worn
and discoloured original slipcase. Overall near fine to fine.
1 v., complete. [24 unnumbered leaves]. 27.2 x 20.8 cm.
Text in Japanese and French.

A Propaganda Picture Book of Manchuria for Children /
Un livre propagandiste de Mandchourie, illustré pour enfants
43. Kodomo no Manshū [子供の満州]
Nagashima, Takaharu [text by].Dalian-shi [China]: Minami Manshū Tetsudō Kabushiki Kaisha,
Shōwa 14 [1939]. First edition.
A propaganda picture book for children introducing the customs, industries, and people of Manchuria in illustrations and
photographic images, this text was produced by the South Manchuria Railway, a National Policy Company of Japan.
Original wrappers, staple bound. Minor tears to spine of wrappers. Light waves to lower edges of pages.
Otherwise near fine. 1 v., complete. 64 p. 25.9 x 19 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$805 €685

US$4,050 €3,450

An Influential Album of Photographic Illustrations by Fukuhara Shinzō /
Un album populaire des illustrations photographiques par Fukuhara Shinzō
42. “Seiko Fūkei” [西湖風景, Beautiful West Lake]
Fukuhara, Shinzō.Tōkyō: Nihon Shashinkai, Shōwa 6 [1931]. First edition.
This album of 24 photographic illustrations by the photographer and first president of Shiseidō, Fukuhara Shinzō,
had a great influence on Japanese art photography. The album features beautiful photographic illustrations in a
Japanese pictorialist style of West Lake in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China, which is registered as a World
Heritage Site. This is one of a limited edition of 500 copies.
Original boards. Stains to boards, endpapers, flyleaves, and title page. Gallery stamp and handwritten note to title page.
Slight discolouration to slipcase spine. Otherwise very good to near fine. Comes in original slipcase.
1 v., complete. [24 unnumbered plates]. 27.2 x 20.8 cm. Text in Japanese and English.
US$2,050 €1,735

‘The Realm of Peace and Tranquility’ by Master Photographer Kimura Ihē /
‘Un royaume de paix et de tranquillité’ par le photographe Kimura Ihē
44. “Ōdō Rakudo” [王道楽土]
Kimura, Ihē [photography by]; Hara, Hiromu [compiled by].Tōkyō: Arusu, Shōwa 18 [1943]. First edition.
Kimura Ihē (1901-1974) was one of Japan's leading photographers and was greatly influenced by French photographer
Henri Cartier-Bresson. This album by Ihē collects monochrome offset-printed photographic images of the people and
landscapes of Manchuria as a Japanese colony and was taken as part of a national policy. Although it was created as a
piece of propaganda, the book’s composition, based on snapshots, Ihē‘s specialty, and its design by Hara Hiromu make
it into an artistic masterpiece.
Original boards and dust jacket.
Minor tears to spine and folds of dust jacket. Otherwise near fine.
Housed in original card box, slightly stained. 1 v., complete. 53 leaves. 25.8 x 18.2 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$2,050 €1,735

A Rare Miniature Erotic Book / Un mini-livre érotique
On the Secrets of Sex, with a Rare Tale of Incest / Des secrets de sex, avec des rares histoires de l`incest

47. “Shunjō Awase Kagami” [春情あわせ鏡]
[Ikka-do Injin] [text By]. [illustrator not identified]
Ōsaka: [publisher not identified], ca. late Edo to early Meiji period [1840-70s].

45. “Keibō Hijutsu: Takara Bunko” [閨房秘術 宝文庫]
Jokōan, Shujin [Shōtei, Kinsui] [text by]; Maromaru, Injin [Utagawa, Kunimaro] [illustrated by].
[Edo (Tōkyō)?: publisher not identified, ca. late Edo to early Meiji period (1840-70s)].

A scarce example of a miniature erotic picture book, this work includes thirteen stories in which sexual relationships
between men and women are depicted in an “infinity mirror” (two mirrors facing each other to create an “infinite”
number of images). The three volumes include a total of nineteen colour woodblock-printed frontispieces.

The author of this text, Shōtei Kinsui (1797-1863), was a famous author of the ninjō-bon (popular novel) genre
prevalent in the late Edo period, and the artist, Kunimaro, was a student of the third- and fourth- generation
Toyokuni and painted many fūzoku-ga (genre paintings) during his lifetime. In addition to knowledge and guidance
for enjoying one’s sex life, four erotic stories are included in this work, including a rare story about incest between a
brother and sister. The books include a total of twelve colour woodblock-printed frontispieces and fourteen black
and white woodblock-printed vignettes in-text.

Original wrappers, with some minor scrapes. Volumes lacking outer title slips. Otherwise near fine.
Housed in non-original custom slipcase. 3 v., complete. 17, 12, 12 leaves. 11.6 x 9.3 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$2,050 €1,735

Original wrappers. Discolouration to volume one.
Small ink marks to the corner of one leaf in volume one also.
Minor foxing to opening edge margins of frontispieces. Otherwise near fine.
3 v., complete. 17, 14, 11 leaves. 22 x 15 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$4,050 US$3,450

An Edo Period Shunga by a Monk,
with its Original Book-Envelope /
Un Shunga de la période Edo par un moine,
avec son enveloppe-livre originale
Erotic Stories from “The Tale of Genji” / Histoires érotiques de “Le Dit du Genji”
46. “Azuma Genji” [吾妻源氏]
Insen, Suishi [preface by]; Utagawa, Toyoharu II [illustrated by].[Edo (Tōkyō)?: publisher not identified,
preface dated 1837, but probably printed ca. Bakumatsu to early Meiji period (1860-80s)].
Ten erotic stories from the 54 chapters of The Tale of Genji are arranged in thirteen modern-style colour
woodblock-printed frontispieces in this work by Utagawa Toyoharu II.
Original wrappers, with a few minor scrapes.
Minor stains to text, otherwise near fine.
3 v., complete. 14, 10, 10 leaves. 23.5 x 16.7 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$2,750 €2,330

48. ‘Renjō: Iro Shikishi’ [恋情 色四季志]
Insuitei Shōzan (Tamanomon and Ryūtei, Tanekiyo)
[illustrated and created by].[ Japan] : [publisher unknown],
ca. late Edo period [1860-1870s].
An album of fifteen extravagant colour woodblock-printed erotic
scenes. The author, Ryūtei Tanekiyo, was a unique writer in that
he was a monk and yet wrote and illustrated many shunga.
A masterpiece of late Edo shunga, together with its original,
scarce, book-envelope.
Original wrappers. Very minor soiling, cuts to fukurotoji creases. Otherwise in near fine to fine condition.
Comes with original book-envelope and antique wooden box. 3 v., complete. 15, 12, 14 leaves. 25 x 18.1 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$8,050 €6,850

A Scarce Movable Erotic Card, Featuring a Winter Love Scene /
Une carte érotique mobile avec une scène d'amour en hivers
51. “Muro no Hayazagi” [室の早咲]
[Creator not identified].
[ Japan: publisher not identified, ca. late Edo period (1820-60s)].

This erotic card, colour woodblock printed on both sides and with
all of its movable parts complete and usable, features a love affair scene
in a kotatsu (low table covered with a blanket) on a winter’s day.
The title on the verso is "Hiji Makura".

One leaf, complete. Minor stains and scrapes, otherwise very good. 8.7 x 12.4 cm. Text in Japanese.

An Album of Erotic Paintings by an Unknown Maruyama School Artist /
Un album de peintures érotiques d'un artiste inconnu de l'école Maruyama
49. “Maruyama-ha Fūga-chō” [円山派風雅帖]
[Creator not identified].[ Japan: ca. mid to late Edo period (1750-1800s]. Manuscript.
The (Maruyama) Shijō school of painting, founded by Maruyama Ōkyo (1733-1795), is known for the considerable
output of erotic paintings by its artists (including Ōkyo). This album of twelve illustrations painted on silk, however,
was created by an unknown artist of the Maruyama school. There is no date of creation or signature, but the brush
strokes are precise and elegant, and the women's facial expressions are beautiful. The paintings were probably bound
together in this concertina format in the 19th century.
Non-original concertina binding. Silk canvases. Original boards, with minor damage to corners.
Slight peeling to pigments used in the paintings. Otherwise near fine.
1 v., complete.13 leaves. 23 x 16.7 cm (illustrations measure 12 x 24.2 cm). Text in Japanese.

US$2,050 €1,735

US$1,080 €920

A Scarce Movable Erotic Card, Featuring Lovers on an Autumn Night /
Une carte érotique mobile avec des amoureux dans la nuit d'automne
52. “Kaminari wa Ikki no Ato no Shimari” [かみなりはいっきのあとのしまり]
[Creator not identified].
[ Japan: publisher not identified, ca. Bakumatsu to early Meiji period (1840-60s)].
Captioned "The pleasure bed of the mistress which passes the bellflower",
this rare erotic movable card depicts a scene in which a lover visits his
mistress on an autumn night. The card is colour woodblock-printed on
both sides and all of its movable parts are complete and usable.
One leaf, complete. Stained, otherwise very good.
7 x 9.8 cm. Text in Japanese.

US$1,080 €920

A Scarce Movable Erotic Card, Featuring a “Woman on Top” /
Une carte érotique mobile avec une scène d'amour en hivers
avec la “Femme sur le dessus”

53 “Nikubusuma” [肉襖]
[Creator not identified][ Japan: publisher not identified,
ca. late Edo period (1820-60s)].

This erotic card, colour woodblock printed on both sides and with all of
its movable parts complete, although slightly damaged, features a love
scene with a woman “on top”. The title on the verso is "Gyakudoko no
Tanoshimi".
One leaf, complete. Minor stains and scrapes. Slight damage to movable parts.
Otherwise very good. 8.6 x 12.4 cm. Text in Japanese.

An Erotic Expedition to the “Island of Women” /Une expédition érotique sur «île des femmes»
50. “Nyōgo no Shima Takara no Irifune” [女護嶋宝入船]
Insui Shōnin, Namean [preface by]; Utagawa, Kunimarō (Maromaru) [illustrated by].
[ Japan] : [publisher not identified], ca. late Edo period [1850-1860s].
A set of three books about Nyōgo Island, a legendary island in Japan where only women live. According to legend,
if men drift ashore, they cannot easily extricate themselves from the hospitality of the women, and the island
frequently appears as a paradise in light literature after the 17th century. This particular set of books is about the
expedition of some men who have spare time on their hands to Nyōgo Island, where they have a most enjoyable
time. The books contain many beautiful “exotic” illustrations, of Tang-style costumes, carpets with a foreign alphabet
on, and so on. The three books contain a total eighteen colour woodblock-printed double-page illustrations.
The naidai (inner title) of the books is Nyōgo no Shima Engi no Irifune.
Original wrappers. Very minor foxing and thumbing, otherwise near fine to fine.
Comes with non-original slipcase. 3 v., complete. 9, 8 leaves ; 6, 8 leaves ; 6, 8 leaves. 22 x 15 cm.
Text in Japanese.

US$4,050 €3,450

US$1,080 €920

A Scarce Movable Erotic Card, Featuring a Restaurant Scene /
Une carte érotique mobile avec la scène au restaurant
54. “Hitome no Seki” [人目の関]
[Creator not identified].
[ Japan: publisher not identified, ca. late Edo period (1820-60s)].
This erotic card, colour woodblock-printed on both sides and with all of its
movable parts complete and usable, features a love affair scene at a “meeting
place” restaurant. The title on the verso is "Chaya no Chonnoma". ".

One leaf, complete. Minor stains and scratches, otherwise very good.
8.6 x 12.3 cm. Text in Japanese.
US$1,625 €1,380
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